How sustainable is your organization, how social? Do you produce in a CO2-neutral way? With the web-based software ESG Cockpit you can easily find it out: You quickly have data at your fingertips that you can use for certifications and communication and for your sustainability strategies. This is how you remain fit for the future and resilient through times of crisis.

Simply digital to the sustainability report
No data chaos, no isolated solutions:
With the ESG Cockpit, collecting sustainability data and automatically creating individual sustainability reports, e.g., according to NFI guidelines, is easy. Reporting & management according to all common standards such as ISO14000, EMAS, GRI, CDP, AWK, GHG Protocol (climate balances), including SDGs and common good economics. Integrate CSR strategically into your corporate culture!

For all forms of organizations
The tool is configurable for different application requirements by the users and therefore suitable for small as well as large companies and organizations. Examine the entire organization, HR areas or upstream chains – potential savings in a variety of ways!

Numerous Austrian and international companies and organizations as well as public administration institutions use the ESG Cockpit.

On the pulse of time with SDGs or the Economy for the Common Good approach
The ESG Cockpit is updated on an ongoing basis according to the upcoming sustainability trends and topics. For this purpose, we cooperate among others with the Austrian Federal Environment Agency. Together, we keep an eye on all key figures and (legal) developments around sustainability. We also work together with those responsible for standard development, e.g., with Forum Tomorrow, which is why the tool now also has a Common Good module.

Contact us
Website: www.esg-cockpit.com
Phone: +43 1 5039870
Email: contact@esg-cockpit.com
Make a presentation appointment: https://esg-cockpit.com/presentation
Software & service also available in German

We can also support you considering where and how your sustainability activities can be promoted or funded.
The ESG Cockpit performance portfolio

Standards modules

The ESG Cockpit includes all common and currently relevant guidelines and sustainability reporting standards. These standards can be combined as required and then largely synchronously used – no parallel work!

- **GHG**: Carbon footprint as a start toward climate friendliness
- **GRI**: Global Reporting Initiative
- **EMAS**: Eco Management and Audit Scheme
- **WMC**: Waste Management Concept
- **NFRD**: Non-Financial Reporting Directive (in the future: CSRD, currently in Austria: NaDiVeG)
- **CGE**: Common Good Economy (compact or full balance sheet)

Function add-ons

- **Workflow mechanisms** with release, check and deadline or reminder function
- Calculate **backpacks** (e.g., Water Backpack, Ecological Footprint)
- **Activate other language**: Currently available in **German and English**, other languages on request
- **Documentation and evaluation of measures** and their implementation
- **Projections, scenarios, target paths and their communication to users**

Services

- **Consulting, training**: Introduction to software and topic of sustainability management; setup/configuration; support of initial implementation; data input, analysis and interpretation; team and stakeholder training
- **Analysis of data collection requirements & data structures on site**
- **Support in data management** and development of individual interfaces
- **Individual reports**

The practical control tool for the evaluation of your CSR data

- **CDP**: Carbon Disclosure Project
- **SDG**: Sustainable Development Goals
- **SBTI**: Science Based Targets
- **TAX**: EU Taxonomy Regulation
- **GSC**: German Sustainability Code

Greenhouse gas balancing is included in nearly all modules and basically follows the rules of the GHG Protocol.

Individually configurable in the web and in-house version

Discover how the ESG Cockpit can support you: [esg-cockpit.com/en/arrange-a-presentation](https://www.esg-cockpit.com)

Service with a lasting effect for an optimal workflow

- Development of supplementary calculation logics for sustainability indicators
- Comprehensive **sustainability strategy consulting**
- **Sustainability reporting**
- **Life cycle analyses**